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Autologous Chondrocyte Transplantation
What is a Total Knee Replacement DFVO/TTO+PF
(TKR)?
A total knee replacement
is a3-surgical
procedure
used
to treat
patients with moderate or
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severe, “bone on bone” osteoarthritis of PRIMARY
knee. This GOALS
is the joint surface between the “shin
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bone” (tibia) and the end of the “thigh
(femur), as well
as between the “knee cap” (patella)
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and the femur. Total knee replacement is a complete resurfacing
of the diseased
surfaces of the
RESTORE QUADRICEPS CONTROL
knee joint, and replacement of the diseased surfaces of the knee joint with metal components and
a polyethylene spacer.
BRACE
� Hinged-knee brace discontinued once independent SLR achieved
Who is a candidate�Weight-bearing
for a Total Knee
Replacement?
GAIT
as tolerated
with crutch or cane as needed/pain allows

Patients who are candidates for a TKR are those with moderate-to-severe osteoarthritis of the

ROM
�Progress
towards full ROM equal
to contralateral
knee, who have failed
conservative/non-operative
treatment.
Theseside
treatments include weight

loss, physical therapy,
braces, ambulatory aids, and anti-inflammatory oral therapy and Steroid or
�Stationary bicycling with low resistance as tolerated
Hyaluronic Acid injection
treatments.
Patients withencouraged
moderate-to-severe arthritis often present
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mobility that may improve with rest or lessened activity. Patients may also experience a
�Pool
exerciseflutter/straight
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andreplacements
running in water
crunching or grinding
sensation
when
the knee moves.
Total
knee
arepermitted
most
�Continue
gentle
closed-chain
LE
strengthening
through
functional
rangeincommonly performed in patients age 50 and older. We do, however, perform this procedure
terminal knee extension 0-40 degrees and 120-70 degrees extension from flexed
younger patient populations based on medical necessity. In order to determine whether or not
position
you are a candidate �Full
for a active
TKR, flexion
your surgeon
will firstpermitted
obtain plain x-rays to assess areas of bone
with resistance
on bone osteoarthritis.
Your
surgeon
may
then
have
you
get an MRI
to evaluate all other parts of
�Open-chain terminal extension with resistance
not permitted
your knee.

THEREX

THERAPY

�Multi-directional patella mobilization as needed
cryotherapy
and compression
stockings for edema control
What is a Custom �Continue
Total Knee
Replacement?
Is it necessary?
�E-stim for VMO/quadriceps muscle re-education/biofeedback as needed
Although knee replacement surgery is highly successful and durable, patient dissatisfaction
�STM to scar, hamstring insertions, suprapatellar quadriceps,
has been reported to medial/lateral
be any wheregutters,
from 20-25%.
Complaints
include the sensation that the knee
and infrapatellar
regions

feels “Fake”, moves unnaturally, feels tight and stiff, and may have residual pain.

COMMENTS

�Physical assessment by MD required before full activities resume at approximately
1 year after
surgery.
This is not too surprising
when
you consider that the knee is an asymmetric joint and the
�Activity
level
should
be modified
if increasedand
pain,
catching,
or swelling
occurs
standard “Off the Shelf” (OTS) replacements
are symmetric,
only
in certain
sizes. The

must
shapeTherapist:
the bones to the closest size fit of the implant available and loosen the soft
Forsurgeon
Outpatient
Physical
tissues
are tight to “Balance” the soft tissues around the knee. If the OTS implant is a close
2-3x
week /that
6 weeks

fit and the soft tissues are balanced well, the patient will do well. Much like an “Off the Rack”
suit fitting average size people but failing to fit well for very small or large people as opposed to
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